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ABSTRACT 

In today's quick-moving and dynamic international, short-term traders face difficulties in deciding which avenue to invest in. Due to VUCA (Volatility, 

Uncertainty, Complexity, and Ambiguity) bearing on future movement of security fees, buyers view investment in securities as a highly volatile street. The 

examination was carried out to examine the post-initial Public Officer (IPO) performance of various businesses that went public in 2017 utilising occasion 

observe methodology. The observer` also attempts to determine whether or not these IPOs were under-priced in the short run and identifies various factors that 

influence the movement of such IPOs in the short run. According to the research, approximately 70% of the selected IPOs 

 

Introduction 

In recent years, there has been a significant increase in the number of Indian firms that have gone public. These companies want to raise money for a 

variety of reasons, including expansion, diversification, financing their working capital needs, purchasing an asset, debt consolidation, and so on. 

Choosing a preliminary public offer is one of the most important ways for these companies to increase their required budget (IPO). An IPO, according 

to Chauhan, is a method of selling securities to the general public in the primary market. Since the economy's inception in 1991, the Indian IPO has 

seen numerous reforms, policy changes, technological advancements, and restructuring. As a result, the Indian IPO market has been booming as the 

number of companies going public and issuing IPOs has increased dramatically. The Indian IPO market has been booming as the number of companies 

going public and issuing equity stocks in the capital market has increased rapidly. In 2017, over one hundred fifty organisat ions, including small and 

medium-sized businesses, raised a total of US$11.6 billion. In 2017, a number of IPOs provided investors with high-quality returns, with a few of them 

providing as much as 500% returns on the same day. This genuinely implies that, when compared to the equity marketplace, the risk confronted by 

buyers in the top marketplace isn't always any lower. The Indian IPO market has been booming as the number of companies going public and issuing 

equity shares in the capital market has increased rapidly. Over 150 organisations, including small and medium-sized businesses, raised a total of 

US$11.6 billion in 2017. In 2017, several IPOs provided investors with high-quality returns, with a few of them providing as much as 500% returns on 

the same day. This genuinely implies that, when compared to the equity market, the risk confronted by buyers in the top market isn't always any lower. 

 

Literature review 

Hawaldar, Naveen Kumar, and Mallikarjunappa (2018) discovered that e-book-built IPOs are underpriced in comparison to fixed-rate IPOs by using 

lower importance. Malhotra and Premkumar (2017) discovered that IPOs underperform in the long run. Furthermore, they discover ed that firm age, 

organisational size, and time lag had no effect on the overall performance of the IPO problem. Hoechle, Karthaus, and Schmid (2017) discovered 

underperformance of aged firms over a two-year period. According to Poornima, Haaji, and Deepha (2016), initial public offerings (IPOs) can be used 

as both a long-term financial tool and a speculative tool. Ambily (2016) discovered that the majority of initial public offerings (IPOs) provided high-

quality returns, and that the majority of these IPO investments were made based on the company's image rather than basic research. Using a lower 

significance metric, Hawaldar, Naveen Kumar, and Mallikarjunappa (2018) discovered that e book-built IPOs are underpriced when compared to fixed-

rate IPOs. According to Malhotra and Premkumar (2017), initial public offerings (IPOs) underperform in the long run. Furthermore, they discovered 

that the company's age, size, and time lag had no bearing on the overall performance of the IPO challenge. Over a two-year period, Hoechle, Karthaus, 

and Schmid (2017) discovered underperformance in older enterprises. According to Poornima, Haaji, and Deepha (2016), IPOs can be used as both a 

long-term financial instrument and a speculative tool. Ambily (2016) discovered that the majority of initial public offerings (IPOs) generated high-

quality returns, and that the majority of these IPOs generated high-quality returns. IPO investments were made based on the company's image rather 

than a thorough analysis. Sahoo and Rajib (2010) examined the rate performance of 92 initial public offerings (IPOs) from 2002 to 2006, up to 36 

months after the date of listing. According to the report, Indian IPOs were 46.55 percent underpriced on listing day when compared to the market index. 

The study also found that traders who invested in IPOs through direct subscription received high-quality returns for 36 months, whereas buyers who 
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bought IPOs on the list date received poor returns for up to 12 months before profiting greatly. Sabarinathan (2010) investigated the changes in the 

characteristics of companies that went public during the 1993–1994 and 2008–2009 time periods. According to the report, despite the fact that fewer 

companies have gone public over time, the size of corporations has grown at the same time. According to Vong and Trigueirosn (2009), IPO returns 

remained excellent in terms of projected returns, and the vast majority of buyers, with the exception of a few small traders, were unaffected by the risk-

free charge for return and processing expenses. Anjana and Kunde (2009) examined 110 initial public offerings (IPOs) between January 2006 and April 

2007. They discovered that 104 IPOs out of a total of 110 won on the first day of trading. Furthermore, they discovered that initial public offerings 

(IPOs) performed well in both the short and long term. Despite the fact that fewer companies have gone public over time, the size of corporations has 

grown at the same time, according to the survey. According to Vong and Trigueirosn (2009), IPO returns remained excellent in terms of expected 

returns, and the majority of buyers, with the exception of tiny traders, were unaffected by the risk-free charge of return and processing charges. Anjana 

and Kunde (2009) examined 110 first public offers between January 2006 and April 2007. (IPOs). They discovered that 104 IPOs out of a total of 110 

won on the first day of buying and selling. In addition, they discovered that initial public offerings (IPOs) performed well in both the short and long 

term. The researcher found that there existed a sturdy tremendous courting among under-pricing and ex ante and ex publish measures of uncertainty. 

Pande and Vaidyanathan (2009) observed a effective relationship among first day under-pricing and listing day, cash spent by means of organizations 

on marketing and call for generated in the course of e book building process. Shelly and Singh (2008) studied the relationship among oversubscription 

and numerous variables for 1,963 IPOs indexed on BSE. They determined that there existed a positive relationship between under-pricing, recognition 

of lead supervisor, the age of the agency and oversubscription for decided on IPOs. Garg, Arora and Singla (2008) observed that the stocks had been 

notably underpriced in the short run and overpriced ultimately. The study also found no significant difference between establishing and final price 

returns, as well as no difference between under-pricing in hot and cold periods. However, the study discovered that under-pricing varied significantly 

between bear and bull markets. Firth and Wang (2008) investigated the impact of fee income multiples on initial public offerings (IPOs) issued in 

China between 1992 and 2002, as indicated in the IPO prospectus, with the assistance of a manager. The study discovered that rate profit multiples 

influenced the determination of security rates. There was no significant relationship between the level of pre-IPO earnings management and unusual go 

back, according to Xiaozhou, Jin, and Hong (2008). 

The study also discovered that there was no significant difference between establishing and final price returns, as well as no difference between under-

pricing in hot and cold periods. However, the study discovered that under-pricing varied significantly between negative and bullish markets. Firth and 

Wang (2008) investigated the impact of fee income multiples on IPOs issued in China between 1992 and 2002, as indicated in the IPO prospectus, with 

the assistance of a manager. The study discovered that rate profit multiples had an effect on the establishment of security rates. According to Xiaozhou, 

Jin, and Hong (2008), there was no significant relationship between the level of pre-IPO earnings management and unusual go back. 

Objectives 

 To analyse put up-IPO overall performance of decided on corporations. 

 To identify whether the IPOs of selected organizations are underpriced, fairly priced or overpriced. 

 To examine the effect of diverse variables which includes age of the businesses, problem length of the IPO, ownership conserving of such 

groups and the promoter’s holdings after the problem on ordinary and total returns of selected Indian IPOs. 

 The key objective of this study is to understand the depths of ipo analysis and it's understanding among various individuals around the 

nation. 

Importance 

Generally, the transition from personal to public is a key time for non-public traders to coins in and earn the returns they were awaiting. non-public 

shareholders can also keep onto their shares in the public marketplace or sell a element or all of them for gains one of the key blessings is that the 

agency receives get admission to to funding from the whole making an investment public to raise capital. This facilitates less complicated acquisition 

deals (percentage conversions) and will increase the enterprise’s publicity, prestige, and public photo, which can assist the corporation’s income and 
profits improved transparency that incorporates required quarterly reporting can normally assist a organisation get hold of greater favourable credit 

borrowing phrases than a non-public organisation. 

 

Research Hypothesis 

H1: Indian IPOs are under-priced within the brief run. 

H2: There exists enormous effect of numerous variables (age of the agency, issue size of the IPO, ownership sector and the promoter’s holdings after 

the problem) on the initial returns, extraordinary returns and everyday returns of 1st day and thirtieth day of all the chosen IPOs. 

H3: There's a big difference a few of the suggest strange returns and total returns of 1st day, fifth day, 9th day, 15th day and 30th day of decided on 

Indian IPOs. 

Research Hypothesis 

Study: The look at has been undertaken by using an occasion have a look at, whereby the put up-IPO short-run performance has been measured on 1st 

day, 5th day, ninth day, fifteenth day and 30th day of the IPO. 
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Choice of IPO: The IPOs had been selected on the basis of the year of issue. The take a look at decided on all the IPOs issued inside the year 2017 

(January 2017 to September 2017). 

The examiner makes use of the following measures for analysis of the statistics: 

Analytical tools: The look at uses Correlation, Regression and ANOVA check to analyse the post-overall performance of decided on Indian IPOs. 

The observe uses the following measures for evaluation of the records: 

Primary Market Return =First Day’s Opening Price - Issue Price / Issue Price x 100 

Secondary Market Return =First Day’s Closing Price - First Day’s Opening Price / 

                                              First Day’s Opening Price x 100 

Total Return on First Day = First Day’s Closing Price – Issue Price / Issue Price x 100 

Raw Return on Nth Day = Nth Days Closing Price – Issue Price / Issue price x 100 

Market Return = Closing Index Value on Nth Day – Closing Index Value on Last Day of Issue Period / First Day’s Opening Price x 100 

Abnormal Return = Raw Return - Market Return 

If the Abnormal Return is positive, the IPO is thought to be under-priced. 

When the Abnormal Return is zero, the IPO is thought to be reasonably priced. 

The IPO is considered overpriced if the Abnormal Return is negative. 

Correlation: The correlation test is used to see if there's a link between abnormal and normal returns on the first and 30th days of all the selected IPOs 

and the company's age, issue size, ownership sector, and the promoter's holdings after the IPO. 

Regression Analysis: The study used regression analysis to look at the impact of the company's age, the IPO's issue size, the ownership sector, and the 

promoter's holdings after the IPO on abnormal and normal returns on the first and 30th days of all of the selected IPOs, respectively. 

The dependent variables in this study are abnormal and normal first-day and 30-day returns. In addition, the study takes into account the company's age 

and the IPO's size, ownership sector and the promoter’s holdings as independent variables. 
The trying out of those statistical tools involves estimating the following regression equation: 

TR1 = B0 + B1 (Age Comp) + B2 (Issue Size) + B3 (Prom Hold) + B4 (Ownership Sector) 

AR1 = B0 + B1 (Age Comp) + B2 (Issue Size) + B3 (Prom Hold) + B4 (Ownership Sector) 

TR30 = B0 + B1 (Age Comp) + B2 (Issue Size) + B3 (Prom Hold) + B4 (Ownership Sector) 

AR30 = B0 + B1 (Age Comp) + B2 (Issue Size) + B3 (Prom Hold) + B4 (Ownership Sector) 

Where TR1 is the 1st day general go back, AR1 is the 1st day bizarre go back, TR30 is the 30th day general go back, AR30 is the thirtieth day unusual 

return, B0 is regular (C), B1 is the regression coefficient of age of the employer, B2 is the regression coefficient of problem size, B3 is the regression 

coefficient of promoter’s protecting after trouble and B4 is the regression coefficient of ownership area.  
ANOVA Test: The study used ANOVA take a look at to affirm the mean abnormal returns and total returns of 1st day, fifth day, 9th day, 15th day and 

thirtieth day of selected Indian IPOs are equal or not. 

 

Data and Result 

According to Figures 1 and 2, 2017 was a record-breaking year for IPOs, with the selected 38 companies raising approximately INR 75,475.37 crore 

via the equity market route. The total for this fiscal year is the highest in any fiscal year, and it is 3.46 times what was raised in the previous seven 

years. This is due to the addition of seven initial public offerings (IPOs), each of which received a massive response of more than ten times 

subscription. Retail investors responded positively to the year 2017 as well. 

 

 
 

IPO’s Issued 2007-2018 

Source: Researcher’s own calculation.  
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No. of IPO’s Issued 2007-2018 
Source: Researcher’s own calculation. 

 
 

The study's findings, as shown in Table 1, show that the average returns of the selected 26 companies are increasing over time, with the lowest mean 

return occurring on the first day and the highest mean return occurring on the 30th day. The highest total return is seen on the 30th day, while the 

lowest return is seen on the 5th day. The standard deviation and variance of data increase over time, implying that the returns are not concentrated 

around the average and that there is a lot of variation. Positive skewness, which indicates that data are skewed right and the right tail of the distribution 

is longer than the left tail, is also observed over time. On the other hand, only on day 1 does the value of kurtosis exceed three, indicating that the 

distribution on that day is leptokurtic and platykurtic on subsequent days. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2 and Graph 1 clearly show that by the 30th day, approximately 27% of IPOs have given investors a total return of more than 50%, while 38.5 

percent of all IPOs have given investors a total return of less than 0%. Table 2 also shows that the number of companies providing more than 50% 

returns has increased significantly, while the number of companies providing less than 0% returns has fluctuated. It is also estimated that around 40% 

of stocks provide investors with 10% returns on the first day. Furthermore, only 23–27 percent give investors 10–50 percent from the first to the last 

day. 

 
 

Table 3 shows that the average abnormal returns for the 26 companies selected fluctuate over time, with the highest mean return on the 9th day and the 
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lowest mean return on the 1st day. On the 9th day, the highest average abnormal return is observed, while the lowest average return is observed on the 

5th day. It's also worth noting that the standard deviation increases over time. This indicates that the data is spread out from the mean, not concentrated 

around the average, and that there is a lot of variation in the data set. Furthermore, it is observed that positive skewness exists over time, and the value 

of skewness on all days is greater than one. Positive skewness means that the data is skewed to the right and that the right tail  of the distribution is 

longer than the left tail. Furthermore, a skewness value greater than one denotes a highly skewed distribution. The value of kurtosis, on the other hand, 

fluctuates over time. Only on the first day, the value of kurtosis is greater than three, indicating that the distribution is  skewed, whereas on the other 

days, the value of kurtosis is less than three, indicating that the distribution is platykurtic. 

 

 

 

Graph 2. Frequency Distribution for Abnormal Returns 

 

Table 4 and graph 2 show the frequency distribution of abnormal returns, showing that approximately 30–35 percent of companies are overpriced over 

the study period, while approximately 70% of companies are under-priced. There has been an increase in the number of companies that have an 

abnormal return of more than 50%, while the number of companies that have an abnormal return of less than 0% has fluctuated. It can also be seen that 

around 70% of companies give a positive abnormal return on the first day, with a decreasing trend over time. In addition, it is on the first day of the 

secondary market, around 46.15 percent of companies provide a 0–10% abnormal return. For all of the 2017 sample IPOs, the abnormal returns of the 

majority of selected event periods are positive. As a result, it is clear that all of the 2017 Indian IPOs are undervalued.  

 

 

 

The correlation results between the returns and the selected variables are shown in Table 5. It is clear that there is a positive but weak correlation 

between the promoter's holdings and all-day returns. The issue size and all returns, on the other hand, have a negative and weak relationship. As a result 

of the correlation findings, issue size has a negative impact on returns while promoter holding has a positive impact. In the case of the ownership sector, 

it has a negative impact on the total return and abnormal return on the first day. As a result, the relationship between ownership sector and total and 

abnormal return on day 1 is negative and weak. As a result, the ownership sector has a negative impact on the first -day returns. The ownership sector, 

on the other hand, has a positive impact on the 30th-day returns. On the one hand, there is a positive but weak relationship between sector and total 

return on the 30th day and abnormal return on the 30th day. In the case of age, there is a negative and weak relationship between age and total return on 

30th day and abnormal return on 30th day, on the one hand, and age and total return on 30th day, on the other. As a result, the age of a company has a 

negative impact on the various returns. Age and the various returns, on the other hand, have both a positive and a weak relationship. 
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The results of the consolidated multiple regressions are shown in Table 6. The regression results clearly show that all of the selected independent 

variables, such as company age, issue size, promoter holding post-issue, and ownership sector, have insignificant regression coefficients. As a result, 

the consolidated regression results show that none of the selected independent variables have a significant impact on abnormal returns on the first and 

30th days, or total returns on the first and 30th days, respectively. These findings are in line with those of Malhotra and Premkumar (2017). 

 

 

 

The ANOVA results for abnormal and normal returns are shown in Table 7. The abnormal and total return probability values are insignificant. It clearly 

shows that the 1st day, 5th day, 9th day, 15th day, and 30th day mean abnormal returns and total returns are the same. 

 

Discussion: Theoretical Contribution of the study 

Our observe analyses a completely unique and comprehensive information to apprehend the quick-run fee movement of selected IPOs and apprehend 

whether or not factors which include age of the organisation, the promoter’s holdings submit-trouble, trouble size of the IPO and the sector to which the 

enterprise belongs influences the IPO performance in brief run. It computes the IPO overall performance the use of occasion looks at methodology on 

1st day (primary marketplace returns in addition to secondary marketplace returns), 5th day, 9th day, fifteenth day and thirtieth day and makes use of 

correlation and regression evaluation to decide the kind and quantity of courting among the specific elements and the IPO returns (general return and 

bizarre return). The findings of the examiner are steady with the findings of the literature reviewed and offer original contributions to the previous 

literatures. The study highlights that despite the fact that the variety of corporations going public and capital raised via IPO option are growing, the 

investors investing in those IPOs still view this feature as a way to earn speculative gains in place of as an option to diversify their portfolios. The 

findings of the study suggest that the average general return supplied by using the chosen IPOs on the list day is 23.67 and the atypical go back supplied 

byway of these IPOs over and above the market go back is 23.14 which might be pretty dazzling. This end result helps the preceding researches and 

highlights that the traders stand a risk to earn those returns in a time period of around 3–4 weeks. because the studies shows that the total and peculiar 

returns calculated for the selected IPOs are fine, we are able to finish that the IPOs within the 12 months 2017 were underpriced. hence, investing in 
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IPOs for short term can prove to be very rewarding choice and may assist the traders to make handsome gains in very short time frame. Pearson’s 
correlation and regression model were applied among the returns calculated (total returns and extraordinary returns) and the chosen unbiased variables. 

The study located that the chosen unbiased variables do not have an effect on the IPO performance in the quick run. as a consequence, it could be 

concluded that under-pricing exists because of statistics asymmetry between the various investors and the provider. moreover, the observe emphasizes 

that fantastic sentiments and bullish tendencies within the marketplace assist the organizations to maintain the expenses of their IPOs on the better 

facet. subsequently, the look at ambitions to cast off the statistics disparity between the issuers and the buyers and thereby goals to  growth the self-

assurance and believe of both the gamers within the number one marketplace, which could in the long run assist the economic system to grow as a 

whole. 

Managerial Implications of the study 

There are majorly four individuals within the Indian IPO marketplace, particularly the traders in the primary market, the provider, the underwriters and 

the investors in the secondary marketplace. The buyers inside the secondary markets stand a threat to enjoy the under-pricing of IPOs within the 

secondary marketplace and stand to lose not anything. accordingly, the under-pricing of the IPOs encourages the buyers within the secondary market to 

invest within the IPOs. similarly, the buyers inside the primary marketplace too want the IPO to be under-priced as additionally they stand a danger to 

gain and the equal facilitates the traders to keep away from the winner’s curse because of pricing uncertainty or uneven information as highlighted by 

using Rock (1986). The underwriters too want the IPOs to be under-priced because the under-pricing is regular with earnings maximization for 

underwriter. whilst the underwriters act as put up-IPO marketplace makers and allocate stocks to their customers on collateral, the underwriters benefit 

from the IPO under-pricing and accordingly maximizes their income. For the issuers, under-pricing facilitates them to lessen the price of outside 

finance with the aid of enhancing corporate governance, due diligence practices and disclosure satisfactory. The under -pricing additionally helps the 

businesses to attract the market, traders and media insurance and hence generates exceptional publicity. second, under -pricing may want to act instead 

for the advertising sports and can assist in increasing customer reputation within the marketplace. eventually, under-pricing allows to boost post-IPO 

liquidity of shares, growth popularity by way of the buyers and increase the market call for of the stocks and hence, lessen the cost of equity. 

consequently, we are able to conclude that under-pricing is associated with large discounts in borrowing costs for the IPO firm after going public. 

hence, we can say that loss because of IPO under-pricing may be compensated by using benefits of lower borrowing charges. 

Limitations of the study 

As highlighted and mentioned in above sections, this study has numerous important contributions to the present literatures and upload fee to diverse 

members of the IPO market. regardless of the wide scope and exhaustive take a look at, our studies regarding the performance of Indian IPOs in short 

run has the following limitations: The research uses event examine mechanism to analyse the full returns and strange returns on 1st day, fifth day, ninth 

day, 15th day and thirtieth day. The duration of observe taken into consideration is alternatively short and possibly a longer examine duration ought to 

provide a whole lot complete consequences and higher know-how to the diverse members in the IPO market. furthermore, the examiner can be 

completed on submit-IPO volatility estimation the use of develop GARCH family equipment. The have a look at best taken into consideration the 

businesses which went public all through the length among January 2017 and September 2017. however, if they have a look at would have taken into 

consideration greater IPOs over a longer time frame, the have a look at may want to have produced an awful lot higher results and contributed more to 

the prevailing literatures. The have a look at tried to discover if the overall and odd returns of the IPOs are affected by the 4 factors particularly the 

promoter’s holdings post-trouble, the age of the employer, the ownership quarter of the corporation and issue length of the IPO. but the take a look a t 

should have used many extra elements consisting of enterprise to which those groups belonged to, the allocation pattern between the various buyers, the 

market situations like bullish and bearish tendencies, and so forth. to provide a good deal extra stronger consequences.  

Future Research Direction 

Regardless of the huge insurance of our look at on the analysis of the fast-run overall performance of Indian IPOs, we nevertheless keep in mind that 

there is a whole lot scope for destiny study. consequently, to similarly improve upon the present have a look at, the cautioned studies avenues can 

discover the following: (i)The future research can examine no longer only the short-run overall performance however additionally the long-run overall 

performance of the IPOs over a period of time to offer more comprehensive results. (ii) every other area of observe can be to pick out if the full and 

strange returns of the IPOs are suffering from the allocation pattern between the institutional and retail investors. (iii) The destiny studies can also 

examine if the IPO performance in brief run and in longer term is related to the fixed rate offerings or e-book building methods of allocation in India 

and which enables in giving better returns to the numerous individuals. (iv) The take a look at my additionally attempt to study if there exists any dating 

among the different factors affecting the IPO under-pricing and destiny Public offers in India. (v) additionally, the destiny research can become aware 

of if the elements along with vital disclosure at the time of IPOs, process accompanied for IPO allotment, SEBI recommendations, etc. affect the 

pricing and overall performance of the IPOs in India. (vi) any other region of have a look at for future might be the overall  performance of the IPOs in 

both the stock exchanges, this is, Bombay inventory exchange and countrywide stock alternate to offer a wider perspective on the IPO overall 

performance in India. (vii) subsequently, the destiny studies use case examine analysis of the corporations which have accomplished pretty nicely and 

have achieved poorly in the IPO market to perceive different viable anomalies for the under-pricing inside the Indian IPO marketplace. (viii) further, 

the look at recommends the academicians, researchers and markets analysers to attention on undertaking a comparative observe on overall performance 

of Indian IPOs with global Markets IPOs. 
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Conclusion 

The look at hired to empirically analyses whether or not the Indian IPOs are underpriced in quick run or now not and to determine whether numerous 

unbiased elements together with age of agencies, length of the problem, promoter’s holdings publish-difficulty and possession sector have an impact on 

the total and extraordinary returns of the selected corporations. The consequences showed that majority of IPOs in 2017 had been underpriced. also, the 

have a look at highlights that there's no extensive impact of numerous unbiased variables on the whole returns and extraordinary returns of selected 

Indian IPOs. The regression and correlation consequences endorse that no giant courting exists among the chosen unbiased variables and returns on 1st 

day and 30th day, respectively. The non-lifestyles of a relationship among selected variables and the IPO returns may be because of various economic 

structural reforms which came about in Indian financial system earlier in addition to throughout the duration of study. two of those major reforms had 

been de-monetization which befell on eight November 2016 and implementation of goods and provider Tax from 1 July 2017 onwards which led to big 

uncertainty and unpredictable behaviour styles inside the Indian economic system. 
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